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From the Chairman
Paul’s Ponderings
Disaster struck this month while making my holiday
competition film. My computer had started to play
up as they sometimes do and it flatly refused to
write a disc, so I shut it down before I lost my temper and went to lunch. After lunch I returned and
tried again to open up the program, went to import what I was working
on before lunch but there was nothing there! Not only was there no
film, but the external hard drive I use to save all my work was completely blank! Over 3 years of work had completely vanished. You get that
sinking feeling of despair but at least I had backed up most of my work
on a second external hard drive but, I have to admit, not for a few
months. I took the hard drive and the computer to our local repair shop
but they found nothing wrong with the computer but the hard drive had
given up the ghost. Well this shows how important it is to keep a second back up of everything which I am sure you all do?
Just a thought though, we now store all our work in a Cloud and I wonder how long it will be before this all gets hacked.
I am most grateful to David Fenn who kindly made a disc of my film but I
lost all the sound. He very kindly put some music on it which saved the
day for me.
Since the last chat we had a very successful Christmas Party and many
thanks to all those who helped to make a very enjoyable evening.
January was our AGM and the committee was elected and we welcomed
a new member to the committee Graham Quantrill. He is taking on the
job of club publicity officer. If you have any thoughts about pushing our
club forward to the general public please let him know. Email
gquantrill@waitrose.com
I would like to say thank you to all the committee members on your behalf for all the hard work they have put in over the past year.
February 14th St Valentine night we held a Romantic Classic Film Night
enjoyed by all, thank you Rod.
Our last meeting of this quarter was the Holiday Competition evening.
Five films were entered and also shown was our Albany entry for this
year “Shock Treatment” to the theme this year Drama Queen.
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That evening we also had a visit from our friend and past member Neil
O’Neil who had travelled down by train from Northamptonshire to show
us the film which he had proposed to make with us for the North vs South
Competition to the theme “Out of the Blue” Unfortunately Neil moved
away through a change of job before we could start the project. Based on
his script, he made the film himself which was finished too late for the N
vs S but will be entered in other Competitions. It was great to see Neil
again and we thank him for taking the time to travel down to see us.
Last but not least Rod has put two new films on the website so take a
look.

Paul Bailey

From the Editor
It was all quite spooky really. As Susie and I sat down
to watch the first eagerly awaited episode of
Broadchurch, I thought for one moment that my
Bluray player had taken over and we were watching
Ron Prosser’s film “Victim”. Not so much the visuals,
but the dialogue and the sequence of procedural
events that were unfolding were so similar to those in
Ron’s film, I seriously wondered if the Broadchurch
writers had based their narrative on Victim! Nice to know that we do get
things spot on right sometimes.
I
learned a new facet of my editing software the other day which may well
be valid in most packages. I loaded an existing project only to find that the
background music was not there. Then I remembered that I had been
looking for some suitable music for Ron to put with our current Albany
film. Now all my music had been dropped in a folder simply called “Music”
and over the years many files had been added making finding things quite
tedious. I had split the contents of this folder into several sub-folders,
“Comedy”, “Dramatic”, “Classical” etc. I had assumed that when saving
my project that my editor would save the music file itself. What it does in
fact is simply write what we used to call an “Edit Decision List” which is
simply a list list of instructions telling the main edit programme what to do
with each object on the time line. Importantly also in my case, the file path
of the location of each object. All I had to do was amend the list to reflect
my now tidier location for the music and normality was restored. This may
semm obvious to many but it only goes to show how easy it is to solve one
problem only to find that you have created a ripple problem that may not
be discovered for some time and if you are like me, will have forgotten
what you did in the first place!

David Fenn
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Annual Awards
The annual awards were presented after we had enjoyed a splendid
Christmas buffet ably organised by Joy Prosser and Liz Willerton, at the
Age Concern Hall in Haywards Heath.
The awards were presented as usual, by our President Roy Langley and
are listed as follows -

Holiday

Round Ireland Scrapbook

Rod Willerton

Runner up

City by the Bay

Ron Prosser

Non-Fiction Verita Cup

Bridges, Balloons,
Brunel & Banksy

Rod Willerton

Runner up
Willerton

Sri Lanka

RKen Finchod

Fiction

Horton Cup

Fabula Cup

Not awarded

Alan Early

Alan Early Cup

60 Second

Belgian Trophy The Anniversary

Best use
of Sound

Take the ‘A’ Road

David Fenn
David Fenn

Sonus Cup

Krka

Ken Finch

Novice Cup

Not Awarded

Editing Trophy

City by the Bay

Ron Prosser

Presidents Cup

City by the Bay

Ron Prosser

Commendations
Not given this year by the judges

Well done to all our winners!

Photographs in this issue by
David Fenn
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Rod wins the Horton Cup

David receives the Alan Early
Cup

David wins the 60 second Trophy

Ron is the first to win the new
Editing Trophy
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Ron receives The Presidents Cup

Comments on our 2016 Show-reel
We recently sent our 2016 Movie showcase DVD to Mercury Movie
Makers. They sent back a comments sheet, reproduced below,
which may be of interest to those whose films were shown.
8th February - Haywards Heath Movie Makers 2016 Showreel
Sad to say, it was quite a poor turn out this evening with only fourteen members turning up, atthough in fairness it was mostly down to colds and flu. lt
was sad in two ways too as they missed a real treat in this superb compendium of films from what seems to be a very forward thinking movie club. There
were fourteen films on the show reel and all were to a very high standard in
terms of production and presentation. One difficulty for me due to time limits, were tnat all the films were played straight through allowing no time for
jotting down notes, but suffice to say, it was pretty good viewing.
The show opened with an advertisement for the club which had obviously
been made for a competition to the theme of an advertisement and it worked
so well by using it at the start of their shonr-reel produced for distribution.
The advert was followed by A Tale of Two Villages filmed in Malta and produced by Rod Mllerton.
This was followed by a 'tear jerker' Just Another Love Story produced by
Neil O'Neil which was actuatly a true story.

The Nature of Nepal followed, which was produced by David Smart and had
some spectacular views.
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Rod Willerton produced a film The Black Stuff which was based
around the Guiness brewery museum.
Red 7 was a club production and was a very thought provoking film
with a very unexpected turn of events.
A Taste of Pantanal produced by Barry Mack was next on view, all
about Brazil and the South America's. It was full of fantastic scenery
and unusual clips, such as meeting a herd of 900 cows on a back
road, being pushed along by their drovers. The commentary explained
they had been on the road for seven days and nights.
The last film before the interval was ironically An Advert for Wine. Just
like being at home when the adverts come on in the intervals. Adverts
can be annoying but this one was a very good 'tongue in cheek’ production.
Ths second half of the evening's programme opened once again to
another advert. This film was Dyno Bod a short spoof film about a
blocked drain.
Skiing was a film produced by Jack Butler. There was some unsteady
shots as you would expect while zooming down a snow capped mountain side but the good creative use of fast motion/slow motion shots
along with a fast paced sound track made the whole thing work very
well.
Number 30 was a 'talking head' type of film which was about an older
man talking about his early days as an apprentice joiner. What made
this film stand out were the amazing computerized graphics used to
illustrate past moments in time.
Driving the American Dream was all about the Ford motor car Company and how it all started with Henry Ford. lt was produced by Rod Willerton and filmed on location at the Henry Ford Museum.
Victim was the next film produced by Ron Prosser and was a very realistic drama based around a 'Rape Victim'. The end had a bit of a twist
and the acting and sound track were great.
David Fenn produced A Prayer for Today and it lasted only 58 seconds
and was the final film of the evening. lt was a very quick witty film and
if you blinked you missed it.
And so that is the end of the showing of the Haywards Heath Movie
Makers Showreel. lt is fair to say that production of all the films bar
none were of a very high standard and all the producers of the films
are to be congratulated.
All the films were well edited and nicely framed. All had good sound
tracks and the acting where needed was first class. My only personal
reservation was the use of ‘iffy' sub titles that weren't needed, when
the commentaries already explained what the viewer was watching.
This was a minor mistake to such a set of high calibre of quality films.
Allan Vanston
Publicity Officer—Mercury Movie Makers
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Programme Reminder
Sat Apr 8
Sun Apr 9
Apr 11
Apr 20-23
Apr 25
May 9
May 23
Jun 6
Jun 20

SERIAC Film Festival
Albany Competition at Chichester
Members Film Critique Evening
BIAFF weekend
An evening with Napoleon
An evening of films from Copthorne Camcorder Club
A visit & films from Willy van der Linden Filmclun Cycloop Schilde
Non Fiction Competition
Annual BBQ at Brenda & Barry’s

Refreshment Rota
Apr 11
Apr 25
May 9
May 23
June 6

Tony Pethers & Mike Prince
June Bailey & Derek Wright
Brenda & Barry Mack
David Fenn & Mervyn Huggett
Roy Langley & Stephen Cropp

Remember!
If you are unable to attend on your night, please change with someone
else and update the sheet on the notice board

Please do a stock take at the end of your night and tell Liz if
any items require to be replenished

Next Issue 0f Linking Shot
The next issue will be at the end of June 2017
Send contributions to linkingshot@hotmail.co.uk no later than
1st June please

Views expressed by members in the Linking Shot may
not be the views of the HHMM committee unless stated

